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The 2004 ECOSOC High-Level Segment will examine the level, effectiveness and 
mechanisms for domestic and external resources mobilization, and policy measures for 
significantly increasing the resources required for achieving the overarching goal of the Brussels 
Programme of Action (BPOA) to eradicate poverty and reach sustained economic growth and 
sustainable development in the Least Developed Countries (LDCs).  The Roundtable will assess 
progress achieved so far in the implementation of the BPOA with regard to domestic resource 
mobilization, identify existing obstacles, constraints and policy challenges and necessary actions 
to overcome them.  It will also identify new challenges and emerging issues faced both by the 
LDCs and their development partners in the implementation of the Programme at the global, 
regional and national level, as well as best practices and innovative approaches.  
 
 ECOSOC has been mandated by the Brussels Programme of Action to undertake annual 
reviews of its implementation.  It undertook the first such review last year in Geneva. The work 
of the functional commissions of ECOSOC on the follow-up to conferences and summits is also 
of great relevance for LDCs.  Eradicating extreme poverty (MDG1) in particular has been an 
overarching concern of the work of several Commissions in recent years. However, reviewing the 
work of the commissions in 2003, the Secretary-General recommended that they could devote 
greater attention to the situation of the LDCs. 
 
Issues: 
  

LDCs, as other developing countries, need to rely primarily on domestic resources for the 
financing of their economic growth, development and poverty reduction. This is especially the 
case since, over the last 15 years, foreign aid to LDCs has been decreasing in real terms, for a 
large majority of countries. Furthermore, its impact in accelerating investment and economic 
growth has been limited.  Additionally, in most LDCs, the flow of resources in the form of 
foreign direct investment has been small (with the notable exception of investment in raw 
material extractive industries).  
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The building blocks for the creation of an enabling national environment that is 
conducive to the maximization of domestic resources mobilization for economic growth and 
poverty reduction need to be examined, and lessons learned shared.  Thus, the RT meeting will, 
inter alia, explore the broad issues of “economic governance”, at the macro-level as well as at the 
micro-level, in the short-term as well as measures whose impact on growth and poverty reduction 
are evident in the medium and long-term. Are policies becoming more pro-poor and more 
focused towards achieving the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs)? Is sufficient attention 
given to conflict prevention? Armed conflicts are on the rise among poor countries. Such 
instability, in turn, is a major obstacle to making the business climate attractive to both domestic 
and foreign investors.  
   

The impact of macro-economic policies on the ratio of domestic savings to GDP will 
deserve particular attention, as in most LDCs these ratios are the lowest among developing 
countries. In light of the paucity of FDI flows, that indicator explains to a great extent the low 
GDP growth performance rates in LDCs. 
 

In this context, the RT may wish to examine the range of macro-economic policies that 
affect economic activity at the aggregate or broad sectoral level, with impact on the rates of 
domestic saving and investment; these would include fiscal policies, both taxation and public 
expenditure; as well as monetary and credit policies. Additionally, price policies that affect 
sectoral terms of trade can have profound effects on economic output.  (These same policies, in 
addition to trade and exchange rate policies and policies towards foreign investment and 
employment policies, also affect the mobilization of external resources; this dimension is on the 
agenda of Roundtable B). 

 
The meeting may wish to (i) review different approaches to these policies and (ii) 

examine the experience with various reforms and their impact in boosting domestic savings in 
LDCs.  

 
In particular, the meeting may wish to explore the extent to which tax reforms and 

reforms in various segments of the financial intermediation sector (including micro-finance) can 
positively affect the rate of saving and domestic resource mobilization. Credit redistribution 
towards smaller borrowers often increases the return on investment while reducing poverty. 
Similarly, experiences in setting up financial markets in LDCs and their impact on domestic 
resources mobilization could provide a valuable insight in , and shed light on an area that so far 
has been largely overlooked.    
 

At the micro level, the issue of developing domestic markets as a means for increasing 
the competitiveness of LDCs products in their own markets deserves attention.  Appropriate 
strategies, policies and programmes, including for capacity-building, the creation of a business-
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friendly environment, nurturing of the domestic private sector and a commensurate increase in its 
share of the domestic market are issues that the RT meeting may wish to explore, with guidance 
from best practices and lessons learned in LDCs.  In the same vein, the issue of internal 
comparative advantages between domestic  regions and the required infrastructure investment for 
increased trade among them should also be explored, especially in large LDCs with marked 
regional complementarities. 

 
Another aspect the Roundtable might review is the financial support to LDCs from the 

international financial institutions and its contribution to bridging the saving-investment gap in 
LDCs for sustained growth and poverty reduction in the framework of the BPOA implementation. 
In this regard, in as much as the World Bank category of “Low Income Countries Under Stress” 
encompasses a sizable number of LDCs, support to these countries may contribute to the 
fulfillment of the BPOA.   
 
Areas of recommendations  
 

It would be useful if the RT meeting could arrive at a set of recommendations covering 
the following areas:  (i) domestic savings, (ii) tax collection and tax reforms, (iii) financial 
intermediation (role of the Central Bank, commercial and development banks, micro-finance), 
(iv) development of capital markets (at country or sub-regional level), (v) expansion of domestic 
trade for increased integration and articulation of the national economy. 


